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1 . INTRODUCTION
The Planning (Listed Building and Conservation Area) Act 1990 states that local authorities ‘shall from time to time
determine which parts of their area are
areas of special architectural or historic
interest, the character or appearance of
which it is desirable to preserve or
enhance, and shall designate those areas as conservation areas’.
Planning Policy Guidance (PPG)15
stresses the need to define an area’s
special interest and that this should derive from an assessment of the elements that contribute to (and detract
from) it.
English Heritage in their ‘Guidance on
the management of conservation areas’
stress the need to define the ’special
interest’ that justifies designation
through a detailed character appraisal
of each conservation area.
The existence of conservation area appraisals is also now a ‘Best Value Performance Indicator’ and it is noted that
clear and concise appraisals of the
character of conservation areas provide
a sound basis for their designation and
management.

This publication is one of a series
intended to include all the conservation
areas in Portsmouth. It includes a
history and appraisal, together with
guidelines for the conservation of the
area.
It is intended to provide guidance for
the appropriate conservation of the
area. This could apply to those seeking
to carry out small scale repairs; those
seeking to carry out work requiring
planning permission and others concerned with work in the conservation
area. It is intended to provide additional
detailed guidance to the policies in the
Portsmouth City Local Plan 2001-11.
It should be noted that not all properties
can be specifically mentioned and that
the absence of a specific reference
does not necessarily mean that a property or feature is of no interest.
This conservation area was designated
on 28 April 2005 and extended on 12
September 2005.
This document was approved under
delegated powers by the Head of
Planning Services on 8th December
2005

2 . LOCATION
Southsea is the mainly residential part
of Portsmouth which occupies the
southern part of Portsea Island. This
conservation area is situated in the
south eastern part of Southsea and
represents a later stage in the development of Southsea. It is located immedi-

ately behind the seafront open space. In
common with the rest of Portsea Island
it is flat and low lying.
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3 . HISTORY
Existing conservation areas are mostly
based on early phases of the development of Soutnsea such as Castle Road
and the developments of Thomas Ellis
Owen. Both parts of this conservation
area represent a later and perhaps
more spacious phase in the development of Southsea.
Craneswater
A plan of the Craneswater area dated
1870 shows roads to be laid out, but
little appears to have happened. Development seems to have been gradual.
Craneswater Park was first rated in
1879. The 1898 Ordnance Survey plan
shows that Craneswater Park and
Craneswater Avenue had been laid
out. Development in Craneswater Park
initially took the form of a few large detached houses in spacious grounds.
The building of the East Southsea railway which opened in 1885, partly
separated this area from the rest of
Southsea and the road layout was adjusted to accommodate the railway.
The area to the south west was developed in the early years of the twentieth
century. Much of Whitwell Road,
Nettlecombe Avenue, Marion Road
and Bembridge Crescent had been developed by 1914 and the rest of this
area had been completed by the early
1930s.
The Southsea branch railway was
closed during the first world war and
abandoned in 1923.
Subsequently
parts of the railway site, including the
bridges, were redeveloped. Houses
had been constructed in Parkstone
Avenue and Old Bridge Road by 1932.

dens began before World War 2 with
the loss of ‘St Helens’ for a neo georgian flat development. Elsewhere the
remaining undeveloped sites were developed for houses or flats.
Eastern Parade & St Helens Parade
There was little development in this
area in the c19 with Lumps Fort and
adjoining areas still in defence use.
The earliest properties in Eastern Parade date from the early 1900s but
most date from the inter war period or
later. St Helens Parade is earlier with
some properties dating from the 1890s
and others from the inter-war period.
The properties in Helena Road, Bruce
Road and Spencer Road (although the
east side of Spencer Road not in this
conservation area is earlier) date from
around 1910. Former playing fields
were developed as Elizabeth Gardens
in about 1960. The 1910 Ordnance
Survey shows Cousins Grove laid out
but with no houses. Initially it was
called Cousins Road. As was often the
case in Portsmouth brick kilns are
shown nearby presumably to supply
the new developments. Burbidge
Grove and Brading Avenue were
started by 1914 but not completed until
after the war.
Redevelopment and infilling continued
after the war. The gradual loss for redevelopment of the original large
houses and their grounds such as Norman Court and Craneswater Towers
has affected the appearance of the
earlier parts of Craneswater. A number
of sites were redeveloped in Eastern
Parade in the late 1960/70s. The more
densely developed parts of the area
have survived with little redevelopment.

Early aerial photographs show a few
large houses in well planted settings
but the loss of houses and their gar3
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4 . BOUNDARIES
The western part of this conservation
area includes most of the area
generally known as Craneswater. In
addition the area includes St Helens
Parade and Eastern Parade, together
with several of the roads running north
from Eastern Parade. Predominantly
this conservation area includes late
Victorian and Edwardian period properties.
The southern boundary of the area is
shared with that of the Seafront Conservation Area. To the west the line of
old East Southsea railway now occupied by Parkstone Avenue makes a
clear and distinct boundary. Parkstone
Avenue itself was excluded as it is
quite modern and most properties have
been modernised.
To the north the boundary runs behind
properties in Craneswater Park. The
northern part of Craneswater Avenue
includes some new houses and some
older houses which have been altered
to varying extents. This part has been
excluded from the conservation area.
To the north of Craneswater Park is
Dorrita Close which is modern and this

has also been left out of the conservation area.
The north side of Salisbury Road to the
north of Helena Road and Bruce Road
is older than the predominantly
edwardian roads to the south and so
has a different character. Properties
have also been much altered.
The eastern side of Spencer Road includes a group of Victorian houses
(probably c1883) which have been
much altered and some post-war
buildings. This side of the road has
been excluded as has Elizabeth Gardens which is a post war development.
Further east it was considered that the
terrace at 8-26 Brading Avenue was
too altered to be included and in
particular most windows had been
changed. Selsey Avenue generally was
also considered to have been too altered to be included.
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5 . CHARACTER/APPRAISAL: INTRODUCTION
The Craneswater and Eastern Parade
areas contrast with conservation areas
elsewhere in Southsea
It is mostly developed to a low density
so that it contrasts with adjoining
areas such as the densely packed
terraced housing of Eastney to the
north-east or the larger late victorian
terraced houses in Exeter/Bristol
Roads to the north or Gains /Allen
Road to the west
The most important feature of this
area is that is almost entirely residential with a mixture of houses and flats
with a small number of other uses including small hotels and rest homes.
The area dates from the late nineteenth century and reflects changes in
architectural styles and materials.
Consequently this area has a different
late Victorian/Edwardian architectural
character in contrast to conservation
areas in other earlier parts of Southsea such as those developed by Thomas Owen.
Most properties are brick faced and
stucco properties are rare. Many properties have red clay tiled roofs although roads in the south west part of
the area and Cousins Grove have
welsh slate roofs. Use of red clay tile
hanging on upper floors, bays or

Half timbering and small pane
above large pane windows
gables is a common feature. The use
of decorative timber framing particularly for gables is also common.
The late Victorian date of many windows is reflected in their design, with
small paned upper window lights
above single large lower panes being
a common feature. Sliding sash and
side hung casement are both original
features and can sometimes be found
on different parts of the same property.
Boundary treatments also vary; brick
boundary walls are still predominant
and are a unifying feature of Eastern
Parade for example, however elsewhere close boarded timber fences
appear to be original as in Craneswater Park and Burbidge Grove.

Panorama of Eastern Parade from the seafront (below)
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VIEWS INTO AND OUT OF THE AREA

St Helens Parade across Canoe Lake
Eastern Parade and St Helens Parade
were until recently the only parts of
Southsea adjoining the seafront which
were not in a conservation area. However they are visually important as
these properties form the backdrop to
views from the Seafront and it’s open
spaces.
Overall the area has a general air of
spaciousness but views in the western
part of Eastern Parade are restricted
by Lumps Fort and adjacent planting.
The general low density of properties
especially on Eastern Parade gives this
road and the seafront an open, unenclosed character. The 1960/70s redevelopment towards the western end of
Eastern Parade shows how these
views could change and illustrate what
needs to be resisted.
From the eastern part of Eastern Parade and parts of adjoining roads there
are views to Culver Cliff on the Isle of

St Simon’s Church viewed down
Nettlecombe Avenue
Wight and also to downs further south
above Ventnor. There are also views
out to sea include the forts, shipping
and the Nab Tower.
Looking inland there are views across
Canoe Lake and it’s associated open
space towards St Helens Parade with
generally low density development
partly screened by mature Holm Oak
trees. Views out to sea from St Helens
Parade across Canoe Lake are more
restricted due to planting and seafront
buildings.
Generally views out from roads in
Craneswater are much more restricted.
The view of the tower of Trinity Methodist Church, looking north up Craneswater Avenue can be noted. In the opposite direction the tall 1960s St Helens Court is prominent. The closure of
the view west down Nettlecombe Avenue by St Simon’s Church is also worth
noting.

7

APPRAISAL
This area has been divided a number of 3.
areas:1.

2.

Properties facing the Seafront in
St Helens Parade and Eastern Pa4.
rade
The central part of Craneswater
comprising Craneswater Park and
Craneswater Avenue.
5.

The south western part of Craneswater comprises Whitwell Road,
Marion Road, Bembridge Crescent
and adjoining roads.
Properties behind Eastern Parade
between Festing Road and
Spencer Road
Properties behind Eastern Parade
between Cousins Grove and
Brading Avenue

1.

ST HELENS PARADE AND EASTERN PARADE

(a)

St Helens Parade

© Crown Copyright Portsmouth City Council Licence No. LA-100019671
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The section of St Helens Parade in this
conservation area begins north of
Granada Road. The corner property is
Beach Tower a distinctive and visually
important three storey red brick property with a red tiled roof, varied gables
and a turret which acts a landmark.
The turret is given emphasis by a
weathervane. There is a brick boundary wall.
No. 12 (Lake House) is a three storey
property with two storey bay and
hipped gable above the second floor
window. It has a tiled roof and roof terrace with iron railings. It retains original
windows. Both this property and 13
have low boundary walls.

some half timbered
rounded bays.

gables

and

There are two pairs of semi detached
properties 19/20 and 21/22. These are
two storey red brick properties with two
storey stone bays and red tiled roofs.
There are brick panelled boundary
walls but some have removed for car
parking. Many windows have been
changed but some panelled doors survive. St Helens Parade bends to the
east after the junction with Craneswater Park.

The adjoining No. 13 (Regency Care
Home) has a red tiled roof and a prominent turret . There is also a half timbered gable which is jettied forward.
The ground floor is rendered with a tile
hung first floor. Many of the windows
have been modernised.

Dolphin Court is one of a group of
three pre-war neo-Georgian blocks of
flats and faces south across the Canoe
Lake. It is red brick with a rendered
ground floor and bay windows. It is a
three storey building but the central
section has been raised in height to
four storeys. Many of the original small
paned timber sliding sash windows
have been replaced by UPVC sliding
sash windows.

North of this are three 1930’s houses
(14,15,16) with brick ground floors,
roughcast first floors and red clay tiled
roofs. Other details vary including

Dolphin Court has an open frontage
which is lawned but if a scheme for railings is implemented it would add to the
neo-Georgian appearance of the build-

Beach Tower and St Helens Parade
9

ing whilst still allowing views across
Canoe Lake from ground floor properties.
(b)

St Helens Close

Between Dolphin Court and Festing
Road are a pair of modern brick detached houses each side of St Helens
Close and which are numbered as part
of St Helens Close. The Close is on the
site of a large house named St Helens.
No. 1 to the west of the Close has a
pan-tiled roof. The Close itself is a post
war cul de sac with detached red brick
houses with tiled roofs.

Dolphin Court - a neo georgian
block facing Canoe Lake

Dolphin Court - a neo Georgian block
facing Canoe Lake
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77 Festing Road; a focal point at the junction
of Eastern Parade and Festing Road
(c)

Eastern Parade

Buildings in Eastern Parade are predominantly two storey and detached.
They are mostly red brick with red clay
tiled roofs and a variety of distinctive
features such as turrets, gables, bays
and chimneys. Most roofs are pitched
and there is a varied roofline. Brick
boundary walls are a feature of most
properties and help unify the street
frontage. There are a few Edwardian
properties but most are inter-war.
This character has been changed at
western end by redevelopment in the
1960/70s of several plots for flats.
These have a very different character
to the earlier houses. They have four or

five stories (in contrast to the greater
floor heights of the earlier buildings),
and much greater site coverage.
They have flat roofs built at the ridge
height of the earlier buildings and this
coupled with the greater site coverage
results in the loss of the spaces
between buildings and the greater
spaces between varied designs of
pitched roofs. Consequently there is a
loss of the sense of spaciousness and
openness which marks this end of
Southsea seafront.

© Crown Copyright Portsmouth City Council Licence No. LA-100019671
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Festing Road - Helena Road

Jocelyn Court &
Gannet House

On the corner of Festing Road is an
edwardian property No. 77. This building has a turret on the corner making it
a focal point for both roads. It is red
brick with tile hanging and a red tile
roof. The turret is surmounted by a
weather vane. Some windows have
been replaced. An early garage at the
rear is an interesting feature.
To the east of this is Bramsdon Court
is a five storey brick built block with a
flat roof. It is one of four flat developments on Eastern Parade which date
from the 1960/70s and which had a
marked adverse effect on the townscape of Eastern Parade. The brick
boundary wall was retained at Jocelyn
Court unlike the other new blocks.
Helena Road - Bruce Road
Jocelyn Court on the eastern side of
Helena Road is a further modern 5
storey red brick block with balconies, a
flat roof and a low boundary wall. It
does however maintain the Helena
Road building line and an Oak tree
has been retained on the corner.
To the east is another modern block;
Gannet House which is faced with
dark brick and render. It is 4 storeys
and has a penthouse set back on its
12

flat roof. The frontage is a low
boundary wall.
Bruce Road - Spencer Road
Fort House was formed by the amalgamation of an Eastern Parade property with one in Bruce Road creating a
large L shaped building. It is two
storeys in height, red brick with tile
hanging, barge boards and prominent
gables. There is a five sided corner
bay. Fort House retains the original
buildings which contribute to the conservation area but the additions create
a large and bulky building. There is a
panelled red brick boundary wall.
No. 9 is one of the number of properties which give a late Victorian/
Edwardian character to Eastern Parade. It is a large two storey red brick
house with many distinctive period details including an angled corner bay
and a further bay beneath a gable.
Features include decorative panels
between the windows on the bays, a
tiled path and a six panelled timber
door beneath a tile clad porch. There
is a red tiled roof partly with decorative
curved tiles and ridge tiles. There is a
panelled red brick boundary wall and
some small trees.

9 Eastern Parade

Spencer Road - Cousins Grove
‘Pantiles’ on the corner of Spencer
Road is a distinctive neo-Georgian
building. Unusually for this area it is
white rendered, with a green ceramic
tile roof with dormer windows. There
are two storey bays at each end and a
central bay. Windows are small paned
green painted timber sliding sash
windows. There is a white rendered
boundary wall.
Cresta Court is another of the large
flat developments dating from the late
1960s and it occupies a wide frontage.
It is of 4 storeys with a flat roof and is
built of brown brick with pale yellow
brick panels. There are balconies and
the building has sash windows. The

frontage is largely open with only a low
boundary wall and some planting
including some weeping trees. A horse
chestnut surviving at the eastern end
of the site is of value because there
are few large mature trees in this part
of Eastern Parade.
The adjoining No. 19 is a detached
house in a ‘spanish’ style. It is white
rendered with a terrace at the front.
There is a white rendered boundary
wall and planting includes a number of
palms.
No. 21 is a simpler property of red
brick and render with a red tiled roof.
There is an original bay with a half tim-

Pantiles
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bered gable and a white rendered
boundary wall No. 23 was being reconstructed and extended in October
2005.
Cousins Grove - Burbidge Grove
East of Burbidge Grove is No. 25 a two
storey house with a first floor terrace
on the front elevation. This elevation is
rendered but this house retains the
original brickwork to Cousins Grove.
The adjoining Nos 27/29 is a modern
semi detached pair with a clay tile roof.

covered with dark red tiles. There are
dormer windows and prominent
chimneys.
No. 32 ‘Branksome House’ and No. 33
are a pair of similar, distinctive
detached Edwardian houses. Both are
brick built with a strip of render just
below the eaves. Both have two storey
bays with a first floor balcony at 32 and
an open terrace at 33. There are
hipped type roofs above the bays with
gablets which are supported on
brackets.

Burbidge Grove - Brading Avenue
No. 31 on the corner has a tile hung
first floor above a red brick ground
floor. There are long window openings
with casement windows. The roof is

32 & 33 Eastern Parade
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Brading Avenue - St George’s
Road
On the corner of Brading Avenue is
No. 35; a red brick house with a red
tiled roof. It has 2 two storey bays and
the doorway faces Brading Avenue.
This property has a red brick boundary wall as do practically all the properties in the eastern part of the parade.
No. 37 ‘Glencoe’ is faced with rough
cast render. This property and No. 39
have brick and tile boundary walls.
No. 39 ‘Clyde House’ and No. 41
‘Blandings’ are red brick and rough
cast render with two storey bays and
tiled roofs. They have both been modernised. No. 43 is a curious ‘T’
shaped property of red brick and red
tile. It has a deep gable facing the
road and a two storey section at the
rear.
No. 45 St Helen’s, is red brick with a
red tiled roof. Both this property and
No. 47 have the gablets between the

bay and gable which are feature of
this area. 47 is a distinctive property
with an angled bay with tile hanging
and a square timber two storey bay
There are casement windows on the
front elevation and some sash windows on the side. There is a ceramic
date panel 1910 and patterns of tiles
on the roof.
No. 47a ‘St George’s’ is a symmetrical property in a brownish brick with a
rendered central bay with round
headed windows. No. 49 is rough
cast rendered with two bays and an
interesting timber porch/entrance under the left hand bay. No. 51 was
probably similar but has been modernised.
To the east of No. 51 towards St
George’s Road the remaining three
properties are generally smaller with
lower roof ridges and plots are
narrower. From No. 47 eastwards
properties are gradually stepped back
and this increases the impression of
properties getting smaller at this end.

47 Eastern Parade
15

2.

CRANESWATER - CENTRAL
PART

© Crown Copyright Portsmouth City Council Licence No. LA-100019671

(a)

Craneswater Park

Craneswater Park is an approximately
‘T’ shaped road. The southern arm
runs northwards from St Helens Parade to a circular section with a short
part leading to Craneswater Avenue
and a longer section running east to
Festing Road.

16

Southern part - east side
Much of this side of the road was redeveloped in the 1960/70s. However the
first building on the right hand side is
the pre-war Solent Gate; a neoGeorgian block of flats and one of a trio
of similar buildings. It is rendered on
the ground floor with brickwork on the
first and second floors. Many of the
original small paned sash windows
have been replaced with similar UPVC
windows. The frontage is open and
mainly laid to lawn

Southern part of
Craneswater
Park

To the north are two blocks of flats
from the early 1970s :- Chacksfield
Court (No. 29) and Amersham Court
(No. 25). These five storey blocks
have rendered ground floors with brick
above and flat roofs with penthouses.
There is a garage court between and to
the rear of the buildings. Both these
buildings and Charminster (opposite)
are set back from the road with very
open frontages. These blocks show
little respect for their context and their
bland appearance contrasts with the
surviving historic parts of Craneswater.
To the north are three original buildings: No. 23 is a red brick detached
house It has a gothic door surround,
sash/casement windows and a tiled
roof. It has a two storey bay, a boarded
gable which is bracketed out. and a
brick panelled boundary wall. Nos. 19
and 21 are a semi detached red brick
pair on the corner of the ‘circle’ section.
They are partly modernised (especially
windows) but retain some of their original character. Features include prominent boarded gables, two half timbered
towers, gothic arched windows and a
panelled boundary wall.
Southern part - west side

nue is No. 50; a substantial red brick
house with a tiled roof. It is set in a
large plot and several trees are retained. The boundary wall is mostly
yellow stone or reconstituted stone.
North of this house are two detached
houses
Both have brick boundary
walls. No. 48 retains an angled ‘Art
Deco’ style door surround.
Charminster is a modern flat redevelopment of five storeys plus penthouse
with a tree surviving on the road frontage. To the north of Charminster, Nos.
42a, 42b, 44a and 44b are modern
houses (c. 1985). They are brick faced
with tiled roofs and a panelled boundary wall.
Nos. 38 & 40 are a pair of inter war detached houses with a bay and a bay/
turret to the side of the doorway. 38
appears to retain the original windows.
38 is fronted by a hedge and fence
whilst 40 now has a boundary wall.
Norman Court is a five storey block of
flats on the site of a large house of the
same name. Fortunately this redevelopment dating from the early 1970s
retained many of the trees which are
such an important feature of the townscape.

On the junction with Craneswater Ave17

The tree lined central section of Craneswater Park

Circle’ 1-7 and Craneswater Court
The ‘circle’ part of Craneswater Park is
perhaps the most atmospheric part
due to the group of mature trees at the
western end of the circle section
mainly in the grounds of Norman Court
and Nos. 4/5. In the south east corner
is No. 1; a brick built building with tile
hanging and a red tiled roof. It has a
corner turret, modern windows and red
brick boundary wall. Nos. 2/3
‘Southview’ is a tall red brick building
with two storey bays and a tiled roof. It
has three storeys plus basement and
an extra storey in the roof space
Nos. 4/5 ‘Froddington’ is a three storey
red brick building with tile hanging.
There are prominent gables on the
three main elevations and several of
these gables jetty out from the house
with a curved section beneath. There
are also a variety of bays and balconies. Nos. 4/5 is a visually important
building which closes views along the
southern and western parts of Craneswater Park. An important group of
trees fronting this property largely
screen it from view in summer.
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Nos. 6/7 on the north side of the circle
are a pair of red brick, semi detached
houses probably from the 1930s with
tiled roofs and with tile hanging on gables and semi circular bays. One property retains original windows and
some presumably original stained
glass can be glimpsed to the sides of
the properties. To the east Craneswater Court is a two storey, red brick flat
development (perhaps just pre war)
with mostly new windows and a flat
roof.
North side 10-28
The north side of the road comprises
six detached houses (Nos 18-28).
There are detailed differences as
some are brick and some are rendered whilst all the houses have tiled
roofs. The two storey bays also differ
with a mixture of rectangular, canted
and curved bays. Gables also vary
with some tile hung and some half timbered. These houses originally had a
mixture of casement and sash windows but many windows have been
replaced. Most retain boundary fences
sometimes with hedges but a stone

4/5 Craneswater Park
wall has been introduced at No. 24.
No. 16a on the east side of Dorrita
Close is post war two storey house
with metal windows. There is a boundary fence and some trees or shrubs.
Nos. 14, 12 & 10 are red brick with red
tiled roofs and half timbered gables.
No. 14 has modern windows and 12
has sash windows. Both have brick
boundary walls and some planting.
South side 9-15
No. 9 is a large two storey red brick
house with gables. It has new windows
and a brick boundary wall. Nos. 11 and
13 are detached houses with red brick

ground floors, rough cast first floors
and tiled roofs. Both retain original
sash and casement windows and tiled
gables above two storey bays. Both
properties have timber boundary
fences. West of these houses is No. 15
which is a 1/2 storey red brick property.
Western part
The western arm of Craneswater Park
is fronted on the south side by the Norman Court flat development. On the
north side are three much altered
houses which were originally ‘Art Deco’
in style.

18-28
Craneswater
Park
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(b)

Craneswater Avenue

Craneswater Avenue looking south
Craneswater Avenue runs north from
St Helens Parade before eventually
turning east to join Festing Road. Only
the section south of the junction with
Craneswater Park is within the conservation area.
West side
The first part of the Avenue is flanked
on the west side by the side of No. 22
St Helens Parade.
North of Craneswater Gate is No. 66
which has a red brick ground floor, rendered first floor a pair of gables and a
red tiled roof. No. 64 Wallington Court
is an attractive edwardian property with
an observatory on the roof but new
windows have affected its appearance.
There is an interesting boundary wall
particularly fronting Marion Road. North
of Marion Road the west side of the
road is fronted by the long flank walls
of corner properties (Nos. 62, 60 & 58)
on the junctions with Marion Road and
Bembridge Crescent. No. 62 retains
sash windows.
Old Bridge Road to the west is a wide
road on the site of a road bridge over
the approach to the old East Southsea
railway station. The garden of No. 56
includes trees and a hedge with a gap
to show the name ‘Old Bridge Road’.
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42-56 Craneswater Avenue
North of Old Bridge Road there is a
group of detached houses Nos. 56-42.
These are two storey, rough cast rendered with two storey bays and half
timbered gables. The road frontage is
marked by fences. Some original features survive such as iron porches and
inner doors with stained glass but
sometimes obscured by later alterations. There are some surviving slate
roofs with ridge tiles but many roofs are
now clad with concrete tiles.
East side
On the east side is Norman Court, a
block of flats which retains the surrounding trees which make an important visual contribution to Craneswater.
Further south is a development of
modern houses of 2/3 storeys, brick
faced with steep pitched roofs, gable
on to the road. Next are garages at the
rear of ‘Charminster’, a five storey
block of flats. with a group of trees on
this frontage.
The southern part includes the rears of
Craneswater Park properties with
boundary walls and trees. No. 50
Craneswater Avenue, the corner
property, has a large garden with a
stone wall and several trees.

3.

SOUTH WEST PART OF
CRANESWATER

© Crown Copyright Portsmouth City Council Licence No. LA-100019671

(a)

Bembridge Crescent

Bembridge Crescent runs westwards
from Craneswater Avenue before turning south-west and then south to join
Granada Road. Most properties in this
road are substantial red brick, victorian
terraced houses with two storey bays
of a variety of patterns.
The eastern most section was constructed first and has most original
features. These include on the south
side (Nos. 1-9) two storey bays with
half timbered gables above including
windows, original doors with stained
glass, wooden canopies and tiled
paths.

On the north side Nos. 2 –10 have
two storey bays, half timbered gables,
glazed panelled doors and iron
porches (similar to Rochester Road).
This group has decorative ridge tiles.
Except for corner properties the later
north-south part of the road is developed only on the western side. These
houses are mostly terraced with two
storey bays and half timbered gables.
Original details include panelled brick
boundary walls, glazed panelled
doors, tiled paths and some stained
glass.
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The eastern side of this part of the road
is mostly flanked by garden walls with
some sections curving upwards adjoining gateways. Various trees and large
shrubs contribute to this section .
There are distinctive corner properties
on the junctions with east-west roads
including three with hexagonal bays
(Nos. 22 Marion, 24 and 19 Nettlecombe Avenue) and ‘Abbeville’ 26 Nettlecombe Avenue.
The southern most part of the road is
flanked by side elevations of Nettlecombe Avenue and Whitwell Road but
there are some interesting boundary
walls.

Boundary wall with curved
section each side of gateway
(above)

Houses in Bembridge
Crescent with two storey
bays with half timbered
gables (left)
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(b)

Marion Road

Marion Road is an east-west road linking Bembridge Crescent and Craneswater Avenue.
This north side comprises pairs of
semi-detached, red brick houses with
two storey bays. Half of the houses retain sash windows and there are low
boundary walls which probably originally featured railings. Some houses
have six panelled doors similar to
those in St Edward’s Road. One property retains a cast iron porch. No. 22,
the corner property with Bembridge
Crescent, has a hexagonal corner bay
and a complicated slate roof.

The south side also includes semidetached properties with two storey
bays. Most (8 out of 12) retain sash
windows, and three retain cast iron
porches. Many retain panelled boundary walls and gate piers and there is an
interesting boundary wall flanking Wallington Cottage.

View of Marion Road
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(c)

Nettlecombe Avenue

Nettlecombe Avenue runs west from
Craneswater Avenue to Parkstone
Avenue.
East of Bembridge Crescent on the
north side the houses are red brick
two storey semi-detached properties
with two storey bays. Including No.24
eight of the properties on the north side
have retained cast iron porches similar
to those on south side of Marion Road
and ten have retained sash windows.
Roofs have mostly been replaced. This
side of the road also has panelled
boundary walls and some tiled garden
paths.
The south side also comprises two storey houses with two storey bays. Some
sash windows survive and there is a
mixture of slate and tiled roofs. There
are panelled boundary walls. There are
houses with five sided bays on the
north-east and south-east sides of the

junction with Bembridge Crescent.
There are views west to St Simon’s
Church but also of Tower House with
its cluster of aerials.
To the west of Bembridge Crescent
on the south side is a terrace of 12
properties dating from about 1930. It is
two storeys with a slate roof and two
storey bays. This terrace is brick on the
ground floor and rough cast render on
the first floor. The bays are laid out
symmetrically with a variety of patterns
repeated each side of the centre. Gables and dormers are also arranged
symmetrically each side of the centre.
About 5 out of 12 houses retain original
windows and replacements have varied in how well they have matched the
originals. Doors are set beneath curved
surrounds formed from brick and tiles.
There are panelled red brick walls with
red tiled paths

Terrace, 21-43 Nettlecombe Avenue
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There are similar terraces in Brading
and Selsey Avenues but these are
slightly less well preserved.
On the north side there are pairs of
semi-detached houses of differing designs; Nos. 32 & 34 have half timbered
gables. These houses have two storey
bays and some retain timber sliding
sash windows. There are slate roofs
and some original doors. There are
brick panelled boundary walls. No. 26
‘Abbeville’ on the corner of Bembridge
Crescent is a large and interesting
property which retains many sash windows and a red tiled roof. It includes a
angled bay on the corner and an elaborate door surround.

Top right - Abbeville, 26 Nettlecombe
Avenue
Bottom right - iron porch, 24 Nettlecombe
Avenue
Bottom left - five sided bay, 19
Nettlecombe Avenue
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(d)

Whitwell Road

Whitwell Road runs south from Craneswater Gate and then west towards
Parkstone Avenue. It is bisected by
Bembridge Crescent.

The main part of the road has differing
types of development with semidetached houses on the north side and
terraced properties on the south.

North-south section

On the corner of the road are two pairs
of tile hung modern houses 68a-d.

East of Bembridge Crescent this
road comprises on the south side two
long terraces. These are red brick with
rendered two storey bays. There have
original pitched roof dormers and tall
chimneys. Some main roofs retain
slate roofs particularly at the eastern
end. There are outer six panelled timber doors with a further set of inner
doors. There are rendered ornamental
door surrounds, low boundary walls
(probably once surmounted by railings)
and coloured tiled paths. One or two
walls have been lost and some have
been replaced by block work walls.

The West side of this part includes the
panelled boundary wall along the side
of 1 Nettlecombe Avenue and the flank
wall of 51 Whitwell Road.

The north side of this section comprises six pairs of semi detached
houses. These are red brick with rendered two storey bays. There are pan-

The east side of this part comprises
three semi-detached pairs of houses
and one detached house. The northernmost pair Nos. 80 and 82 appear
earlier than the other houses and have
stone bays with windows divided into
three parts. Nos. 70/72, 74/76 and 78
all have brick ground floors with rendered first floors and half timbered gables.

Bays and dormers
Whitwell Road
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East-west section

Doors and tiled paths
Whitwell Road

elled brick boundary walls and tiled
paths. Some slate roofs survive with
ridge tiles and there are tall chimneys.
Some sash windows survive and doors
are to the sides of properties.
West of Bembridge Crescent the
south side comprises a long red brick
terrace with rendered two storey bays.
Most chimneys survive and there are
some original dormers with flat roofs
retaining a few original windows. However some dormers have been replaced by new structures.
There are original timber doors divided
into six panels, which are set within
elaborate rendered door surrounds and
some sliding sash windows survive.
Like the section east of Bembridge
Crescent there are low boundary walls
(which are likely to have originally been
surmounted by railings) and coloured
tiled paths.

The north side of this section comprises pairs of semi-detached houses
of varied designs. Features common to
most are brick construction with rendered two storey bays. Some sash windows and original panelled doors survive. There is a variety of design of gable and Nos. 21/23 are asymmetric.
There are panelled brick boundary
walls with gate piers and some tiled
paths. No. 27 on the north west corner
of the Bembridge Crescent bay has a
hexagonal corner bay.
Nos. 9 & 11 are modern rebuilds and
No. 1 has a large roof extension.
A Cherry tree in the garden of No. 37 is
a rare tree in this road although large
shrubs, mainly Laurels, contribute
some greenery.

Terrace, 4-40 Whitwell Road
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(e)

Craneswater Gate

This is a short section of road linking
Whitwell Road & Nettlecombe Avenue
with Craneswater Avenue. On the
north side it includes two detached inter war houses; Nos. 2 and 4. No. 2
has a brick ground floor and rendered
first floor There is a boundary fence
and many shrubs in the garden. 4 is
rough cast rendered and has a distinctive white rendered boundary wall.

with a slate roof. The Hotel retains
sash windows except for the windows
in the gables. The bays are tile hung
between the windows.

On the south side is the St Margarets
Hotel Nos. 1 & 3, a pair of semidetached houses with two storey bays

Both these properties retain panelled
boundary walls. They date from 18981910.

No. 5 is a detached house with a red
brick ground floor, rendered first floor
and a red tiled roof. It includes tiled and
half timbered gables, a corner bay and
retains sash windows.

Craneswater Gate
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4.

ROADS BEHIND EASTERN
PARADE - FESTING ROAD TO
SPENCER ROAD

© Crown Copyright Portsmouth City Council Licence No. LA-100019671

(a)

Festing Road

West side
Cumberland Court just north of the
junction with St Helens Parade/
Eastern Parade is the third of the
three neo-Georgian flat developments
of which Dolphin Court is the largest.
Cumberland Court is also rendered
on the ground floor with brick on the
first and second floors. It has a mixture of timber and UPVC sash windows. It has a hedge on the road
frontage (unlike Dolphin Court) and
there is a prominent Horse Chestnut
tree.

of brick built flats. There is a prominent Beech tree on the road frontage.

To the north No. 28 is brick with tiled
gables and it is joined by a bridge to
No. 26 which is faced with brick/
render. Both properties have new
windows. To the north on the corner
with Craneswater Park is No. 24: a
three storey block

To the north of this is Lakeside Court
which replaced a hall of residence.
This building which dates from the
late 1990s is of four storeys with balconies. It is faced with red bricks and
has a pitched brown tiled roof.

North side of the junction is No. 10
Craneswater Park: a red brick house
with a new panelled brick boundary
wall built in 2005.
East side
The focal point created by No. 77;
the corner property with Eastern Parade has been noted above.
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To the north of this is a group of substantial detached red brick properties
with red tiled roofs. Most of these properties are used as hotels or apartments. Prominent gables are a feature
of this group. Mostly these are tile hung
but one or two have half timbered gables. Some gables are jettied forward

and usually include windows. Some
properties retain original windows
which are a mixture of side hung casements with small paned toplights and
some sashes.
There is an important group of Beech
trees on the corner of Salisbury Road.

East side of
Festing Road

(b)

Helena Road

East side

West side

The east side comprises a series of
large Edwardian houses which are red
brick with clay tile roofs. There are two
storey bays with tile hanging between
the windows. Gables are half timbered
and there are a variety of different patterns. There are double timber doors
which are panelled and there are
variety of door surrounds, some of
them gothic. Windows are generally
small paned above a larger lower
pane. There are brick panelled boundary walls with gate piers

Houses on the west side are of a different pattern to those on the east.
They are red brick with both an angled
two storey bays and five sided bays on
the corner. There are brick gables,
clay tiled roofs, some venetian style
and some sash windows. The boundary walls are brick panelled with gate
piers. Leonard Court at the south end
is a modern building.

There are blue plaques on two adjacent buildings:- an English Heritage
plaque commemorating Edward Unwin
a hero of Gallipoli and a City Council
plaque marking the home of Neville
Shute.
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There is an important group of Lime
trees on the corner of Salisbury Road.
At the northern end Nos. 13 and 15
are similar to the houses on the east
side of Helena Road.

Original door and surround with
English Heritage Blue Plaque
(above)
General view of Helena Road
(top left)
East side of Helena Road (left)

(c)

Bruce Road

Bruce Road was originally only developed on the east side and faced the
long rear gardens of Helena Road
properties. In recent years the rear
parts of these gardens have gradually
been infilled with housing.
The east side is developed as substantial houses dating from the early 1900s
They are of red brick with red tiled
roofs These houses are roughly ‘L’
shaped with a set back section treated
in a variety of ways. The main elevations have two storey tile hung bays
beneath gables of a variety of designs.

Some are half timbered, some have a
small roof or gablet between the bay
and the gable and in other cases the
gable projects over the bay. Only Nos.
2 and 12 retain their original windows
but in some cases replacements have
been reasonably sympathetic. Doors
are mostly timber panelled and some
are set in gothic doorcases. There are
red brick panelled boundary walls with
gate piers.
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The west side of Bruce Road includes
modern infill of various types and with
varying brick boundary walls. The corner property with Salisbury Road (No. 2
Salisbury Road) has an original boundary wall. A number of trees survive in
this section.

East side of
Bruce Road

West side of
Spencer Road

(d)

Spencer Road

The west side of Spencer Road is included in the conservation area. It
comprises large red brick detached
houses and each house has a pair of
two storey bays.
Some houses have gothic door surrounds and most have timber doors
divided into 6 panels. Large sash
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windows remain on most properties
partly reflecting the generous floor
heights. 3 retain clay tile roofs whilst
the remaining 4 have concrete tile
roofs. Most chimneys remain giving
some vertical emphasis. There are red
brick panelled boundary walls.

5

ROADS BEHIND EASTERN
PARADE COUSINS GROVE BRADING AVENUE

© Crown Copyright Portsmouth City Council Licence No. LA-100019671

(a)

Cousins Grove

The southern part of Cousins Grove
comprise a series of large detached
houses. These houses are red brick
with welsh slate roofs. Each has a section which has a gable onto the road
with a single storey painted stone bay.
There is a mixture of half timbered and
tile hung gables. There is a single storey timber loggia with a balcony on the
southernmost properties and on the
others a curved lead canopy. They
have casement windows with small
panes above larger lower windows.

walls and brick walls. The existence of
gate posts similar to those on balconies suggests that fences and gate
posts may be original.

Houses in the northern most part are of
a different design with a flat front and
single storey bays each side of a central door. Windows are of a casement
design and porches supported on
brackets are a feature of these houses.
There are variety of boundary treatments in Cousins Grove including
fences, different patterns of blockwork

Cousins Grove
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(b) Burbidge Grove
On the east side properties are red
brick with red tiled roofs. Nos. 6 and 8
are detached houses. Nos. 10, 12
and 14 are detached, red brick
houses with single storey bays each
side of a central front door. These
properties have tiled roofs and tall
chimneys. No. 14 retains its original
windows which are small paned
above a single lower pane.

in this group have been changed.
Further north Nos. 19 –27 are distinctive red brick properties with slate
roofs which have single storey bays
each side of the front door. Some of
this group originally had sash and
some casement windows. Several
properties on this side retain timber
fences.

Nos. 16– 22 are ‘L’ shaped red brick
houses, two storey bays, with red
tiled roofs and a gable onto the road.
They retain timber fences and
distinctive gateposts.
On the west side of Burbidge Grove
the southern most properties are of
stock brick with red brick quoins and
very orange roof tiles. Most windows

Burbidge Grove looking
north (above)
Brading Avenue looking
north (left)

(c)

Brading Avenue

On the east side No. 33 Eastern Parade has a long gable to Brading Avenue North of this a pair houses with red
tiled roofs (No. 1 on the west is painted
brick and No. 2 on the east is red brick)
each side of the road frame the entrance to the road. Two storey loggias
are features of these properties but
that on the east side has been enclosed. Facing the road is a two storey
bay with a gablet.
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North of these properties are pairs of
red brick semi detached houses with
two storey bays. There are some half
timbered gables and other properties
with hipped roofs. These properties
had slate roofs but several have been
replaced with concrete tiles.

6. ISSUES / PROBLEMS
Redevelopment
There was a significant amount of redevelopment during the 1960/70s in
both Craneswater and Eastern Parade
leading to a change in the appearance
of parts of these roads. This was obviously facilitated by the existence of
large houses in extensive plots.
The redevelopment that has already
taken place makes clear the likely effect if redevelopment were to continue.
In particular there is the prospect of a
complete change in the character not
just of Eastern Parade and St Helens
Parade but of this part of Southsea
seafront as a whole. A significant aspect of this is the loss of original/
historic buildings that give the area its
particular character. Ultimately the spacious, low density character of this part
of the seafront could be replaced by
continuous buildings.
In the older parts of Craneswater there
was also a significant amount of redevelopment in the 1960/70s giving parts
of the area a very open and modern
appearance. The loss of any further
important original buildings would be
have a significant negative impact.
Besides the loss of remaining original
or historic buildings, redevelopment
threatens the character and appearance because of the cumulative effect
of several factors. Roof heights of redeveloped properties are often no
higher than the maximum ridge height
of original properties, however, a maximum height is generally being replaced
as a general height. Pitched roofs are
being replaced by flats roofs. Plot coverage across the site is also usually
much greater. These changes result in

much bulkier buildings with the loss not
just of the gaps between buildings but
also between roofs. This results in the
loss of views to the buildings in the
area behind, besides giving a much
less varied and interesting skyline.
However, if new buildings and roofs
give a more enclosed appearance, the
frontages have often been treated in
the opposite way with very open areas
to give views to occupants of ground
floor flats. This has led to loss of
boundary walls and planting leading to
an erosion of the character of the area.
Piecemeal changes
Elsewhere the pressure for redevelopment is likely to be less, as greater existing densities mean that site assembly would probably need to involve
more than one property and would
therefore be more difficult to achieve.
However the more general issues of
piecemeal erosion of the character of
the area common to many conservation areas remain. In particular the loss
of original windows and doors and their
replacement by modern substitutes of
varying degrees of acceptability is
eroding the distinctiveness of the area.
Replacement of original slate and clay
tile roofs by modern concrete tile roofs
is also an issue. Other factors very
gradually changing the appearance of
the area are the loss of original details;
boundary walls; gate piers and chimneys. Loss of front gardens or boundary walls to create hardstandings for
car parking is also eroding the appearance of the area.
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7 . GUIDELINES
This section sets out guidelines to help
arrest or reduce the gradual erosion of
the character of the area.
1.
Wall surfaces - brickwork,
rendering and painting
Most of this area is built from red brick
and plain stucco properties are rare.
Rough cast render can be found on
some properties sometimes just on
part of an elevation. Red pantiles are
used for cladding in a variety of ways
including tile hung first floors, bays and
gables. Decorative half timbering is
also featured on gables especially in
Bruce and Helena Roads.
Guidelines
The City Council will encourage the
retention and conservation of existing and original wall finishes as appropriate and it will actively discourage the introduction of materials
such as imitation stone cladding,
textured wall finishes and plastic
weather boarding which are inappropriate to the particular property
and to the character of the area.
The City Council will discourage the
painting of surfaces such as stone,
tilework and brickwork, where this
was not originally intended.
Where properties are already
painted it will encourage the painting of terraced properties in a uniform or sympathetic manner.

door surrounds such as the gothic examples in Helena Road and the elaborate pattern such as that at No. 26 Nettlecombe Avenue. Nearby in Nettlecombe Avenue there are brick and tile
surrounds on some of the Nos. 21-43
terrace. Nettlecombe Avenue and
Marion Road retain some iron entrance
porches.
The installation of a variety of styles of
new doors is causing a similar problem
to that with windows. Modern UPVC
doors can appear out of place in a terrace. Older Victorian doors often had
separate fanlights above doors and divided from them by transoms. The
modern door with fanlight integral to
the door can be particularly inappropriate in such cases.
Guidelines
The City Council will encourage the
retention/reinstatement of original
or sympathetic front doors. The retention of original door surrounds
will be encouraged.
It will discourage the use of doors of
inappropriate size, design or material.
The City Council will discourage the
use of uPVC, aluminium, stained
wood or other appropriate materials
or finishes. In most circumstances
painted timber is the appropriate finish
3.

2.

Many of the surviving original doors in
this area are of the normal 4 or 6 panelled timber door pattern with in some
cases stained or plain glass top panels
There is a wide variety of decorative
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Windows

Front doors & entrances
As this area was developed between
the late Victorian period and the second world war there is a variety of window designs to be found. Vertical sliding sash windows and side hung casements can be found. Often a small

paned top light can be found above a
single large paned lower window.
Dolphin Court (and its sister blocks)
had small paned neo-Georgian windows now replaced in UPVC. Windows
on ‘Pantiles’, Eastern Parade are also
notably neo-Georgian in design.
There are a variety of other window details including venetian windows
(unfortunately mostly renewed) in Helena Road and windows with two rectangular lights each side of a central
window including a round arch. Some
properties have gothic arched windows. There are also a number of windows with curved headed central section with normal rectangular windows
each side e.g. some bays in Helena
Road.
Some inter-war properties were built
with metal casement windows and in
some cases these survive.
Replacement windows should match
the pattern of glazing bars and the
method of opening of the original windows.
Given its visual importance the front
elevation is generally more important
and more flexibility will be adopted towards less visually important windows.
It is desirable to try to maintain a unified appearance to blocks of flats.
Owners/and management companies
are encouraged to adopt a unified approach to a property to avoid the potential situation of every window being
different.

replacement windows should match
the existing both in terms of details
of appearance and method of opening.
Replacement windows should
match the appearance of the existing original windows including the
pattern of glazing bars and the
method of opening.
The replacement of existing inappropriate windows with those which
are visually and historically more
appropriate will be encouraged.
The adoption of a single style of
window on buildings subdivided
into flats (particularly those that are
purpose built) is desirable and will
be encouraged
4.

Roofs

Unlike many other conservation areas
in the city many roofs in this area are
covered with red clay tiles. This is particularly the case in Eastern Parade
and some adjoining roads such as Helena Road.
The more usual slate roofs can be
found in the south western part of the
area in Whitwell Road and adjoining
roads. Cousins Grove also retains
some notable slate roofs.
The most singular roof covering in this
area is at ‘Pantiles’ which has a green
pantile roof.

Guidelines

Changes to roofs are particularly important in the parades facing the seafront because properties can be seen
from much further away than normal.

The City Council will encourage the
retention and repair of existing original or traditional windows wherever
possible. Where this is not possible

In many situations decorative ridge
tiles and other details survive and
these add interest to the skyline so
they are worth retaining. Firewalls on
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roofs help to visually subdivide terraces
and semi-detached houses and are
also worth retaining.
Guidelines
The City Council will encourage the
retention of existing traditional tile,
natural slate roofs, and other historic roof coverings as appropriate.
Where repairs are necessary the use
of matching traditional materials will
be encouraged
In terraces or groups of buildings of
unified appearance the use of materials to match the predominant material will be encouraged.
Where complete re-roofing is necessary the use of matching materials
such as natural slate, appropriate
artificial slate or traditional tiles will
be encouraged.
The City Council will discourage the
use of concrete tiles, particularly interlocking tiles because they are
alien to the original character and
appearance of the conservation
area.
Roof details such as ridge tiles and
slates and decorative roofing should
be retained whenever possible. The
retention of firewalls on roofs will be
encouraged.
5.

Chimneys

Chimneys are of particular importance
on properties in Eastern Parade and
roads to the rear such as Cousins
Grove and Helena Road because of
the distance at which they can be
seen. They are also important in other
roads such as Whitwell Road where
are they are interspersed with dormers
giving a varied roofscape. They are
also important to individual properties
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such as 4/5 Craneswater Park. They
give variety and vertical emphasis to
the townscape. They still remain on the
majority of properties. Chimney pots
also contribute to the appearance of
the area and should also be retained.
Guideline
The retention of existing chimneys
and their chimney pots will be encouraged. Their removal will generally be discouraged where they are
an important part of the townscape.
6.

Rooflights

Rooflights have been fitted on some
properties in this conservation area.
Normal rooflights project in front of the
roof plane and this makes them visually very prominent. The ‘conservation’
style rooflight fits nearly flush with the
roof and this minimises visual impact.
Some patterns of ‘conservation’ rooflight are of traditional appearance and
this further minimises their visual impact.
Consequently where use of rooflights is
necessary the use of conservation
style rooflights will be encouraged.
Guideline
Where rooflights are appropriate the
use of the ‘conservation’ style will
be encouraged in preference to the
standard design.
7.

Dormer windows

Dormer windows are a feature of some
properties in this area for example on
the southern side of Whitwell Road
which displays both original dormers
and modern additions.
In more recent times there has been a
tendency to create larger dormer win-

dows although fortunately they are few
in number in this area. These can have
an adverse effect on the appearance of
a group of properties. Sometimes there
are nearby examples of original dormer
design which could provide guidance.

The City Council will encourage the
retention and reinstatement of original architectural detail.
The removal of any original or interesting original detail will be discouraged.

Guideline
9.
Where dormers are appropriate the
use of appropriate designs such as
matching those elsewhere in a
group will be encouraged.
Large dormers that dominate the
roofscape and are out of proportion
with the scale of the property will
be discouraged.
8.

Details and ornament

Many properties in this area include a
variety of interesting original details
which help give the area a distinctive
character. Some of these are purely
decorative but others are an integral
part of the structure or other features
such as doors or windows.
These features include half-timbered or
tile hung gables, apron roofs above
bays and use of tile hung bays. There
are a number of examples of turrets on
corner properties.
Some properties retain distinctive iron
porches and part of Bembridge Crescent has some timber canopies above
the doors.
Ceramic tiles are used for pathways in
a number of roads and their retention
helps provide visual interest.
These and other features add to the
interest and variety of the conservation
area and it is desirable that they should
be retained.
Guideline

Front
walls,

forecourts,
gardens

boundary

Boundary walls and railings are the
prevalent boundary treatment in much
of this area These walls are visually
important and help unify the appearance of several roads. They are particularly notable as a unifying feature in
much of Eastern Parade where a tall
red brick boundary wall fronts most
properties. In places there are decorative details to boundary walls for example the curved sections adjoining gates
in Bembridge Crescent and Marion
Road.
However in some parts of Craneswater such as Nos. 4/5 Craneswater Park
and in some roads north of Eastern Parade fences are more common and
appear to be original, Cousins Grove
and Burbidge Grove appear to have
had fences and retain some original
gate posts.
Properties in parts of this area have
larger gardens than those in other
parts of Southsea and this enables the
provision of garages or parking within
the garden. However in the parts of the
area with smaller gardens the use of
gardens/forecourts for parking is leading to the loss of front boundary walls,
gate piers and other details such as
tiled paths. Retention of walls/gate
piers preferably with the use of timber
gates helps maintain the appearance
of the area.
It is also worth trying to retain at least
some front garden area at the sides of
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sites even when parking is being provided on much of the site.
Guidelines
The City Council will encourage the
retention of existing original style
boundary walls, gate pillars, gates,
fences or railings and their restoration/reinstatement where appropriate to match the original style of that
property.
The City Council will discourage the
removal/demolition or sympathetic
alteration of existing walls, gate pillars, gates, fences or railings which
are of architectural or townscape
interest.
Where a parking area is formed
within a front garden then it is desirable to keep openings in the boundary wall/fence to the minimum and
to retain as much of the enclosure
as possible.
The City Council will encourage the
retention of front garden areas.
Where sites have been partly used
for parking spaces the retention of
planting at the perimeter of the site
will be encouraged.

Horse Chestnut trees outside Cumberland Court and Cresta Court.
Elsewhere smaller trees and shrubs
contribute to the appearance of other
roads such as Whitwell Road.
Many of the trees in this area are protected by specific Tree Preservation
Orders and conservation area designation has extended protection to most
other trees.
Guideline
The City Council will encourage the
retention of visually important trees,
including their sympathetic management and where necessary their replacement.

11. Signage
There is relatively little signage in this
area and most of it is in Festing Road
in connection with hotels, guest houses
and apartments. Most of this signage is
fairly small in scale although it includes
some small internally illuminated
signs ,including a vintage AA sign
Guideline

10. Trees & shrubs
There are some significant groups of
trees in this area which a marked effect
on the appearance of the area. The
trees at Norman Court and Nos. 4/5
Craneswater Park add greatly to the
individual character of this part of the
road. There are also other important
groups of trees in Craneswater Park
and Avenue. Other important groups of
trees include the Beech trees at the
corner of Festing Road/Salisbury Road
and the Lime trees at the Salisbury/
Helena Road junction.
Individual trees can also have a significant visual impact for example the lone
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New internally illuminated signs will
generally be discouraged. Any new
signs should be externally illuminated and should be of a scale and
size sympathetic to the property.
12. Satellite dishes
The sitting of satellite dishes on the
front wall surfaces, roof slopes and
chimneys can lead to a cluttered appearance. Where possible satellite
dishes should be located in unobtrusive locations. In many cases in conservation areas satellite dishes require
planning permission and will generally

be discouraged.
Satellite dishes will be discouraged
on elevations, roof slopes and chimneys fronting highways
13. Redevelopment
There are few if any vacant sites in this
area so that any new development is
likely to be redevelopment of existing
sites. Past redevelopment has had a
significant impact on the appearance of
parts of this area and as has been
noted previously if this continues could
eventually lead to a complete change
in the character of this area.

Where redevelopment is acceptable it
will need to respect existing neighbouring properties (where these are original) in terms of size, scale and materials. The extent of plot coverage across
the site, height, roof type, and relationship to the building line will also be significant
Guidelines
Redevelopment will be discouraged
where it will involve the loss of
buildings which are of architectural
or historic interest and which make
a positive visual contribution to the
conservation area

It can be noted that there are no listed
buildings in this area. Partly this reflects the later date of the area; other
Southsea conservation areas have few
or no listed buildings (e.g. Campbell
Road which surprisingly has none).
Conservation area designation is intended to protect areas of architectural
or historic interest.

Where redevelopment is acceptable
it will need to conserve or enhance
the conservation area. New development will need to respect the scale,
form, materials and detailing of existing buildings. The extent of plot
coverage across the site, height,
roof type, and relationship to the
building line will also be significant.

The visual importance of buildings to
this area varies but it important to retain those key buildings of architectural
or historic interest which contribute to
the distinctive late Victorian/early twentieth century character of the area. This
obviously includes the need to retain
the details and features of these buildings.

14. Extensions

Past redevelopment has not just led to
loss of original buildings but also to
their replacement with bulkier buildings
covering both a wider part of the plot
but much wider buildings at roof level
with flats completely or partly replacing
pitched roofs and leading to the loss of
the gaps between buildings and the
views past buildings to the area behind
resulting in the loss of openness or
spaciousness.

Extension of the existing building is
probably preferable to complete redevelopment. However extensions need
to be sympathetic to the existing building to avoid creating the same problems of bulk noted in the previous section. Extensions will generally be discouraged to the front elevations.
Choice of appropriate materials for
walls, roofs, windows, doors and
boundary treatment will be important.
In locations fronting the seafront; the
height and roof type, extent of plot coverage across the site and effect on
building line will all be important considerations. It should be noted that in
parts of Eastern Parade the ‘building
line’ is effectively gradually stepped
backwards as the road curves. Conse41

quently the term is being used relative
to adjacent and nearby properties.
Guidelines
Extensions will be allowed where
they would have a positive visual
effect on the existing building or
townscape of the conservation area
and do not adversely affect
neighbouring properties.
Where extensions are permitted
they should match the existing original property in respect of design,
materials and detail. The size of an
extension should not overpower the
original building. On properties
fronting the seafront extensions
should respect the height and roof
type, extent of plot coverage and the
building line of existing properties.
In some situations a more contemporary approach to extending a
building may be appropriate, subject
to satisfactory design, detailing and
materials
Roof extensions will be discouraged, particularly at the front, where
they would have an adverse visual
effect on the existing building or
townscape, or where they would
lead to the loss of original historic
roofs or their features.
15. Street furniture
In most roads in this area street furniture is largely confined to street lights
and the majority of these are modern.
There are a few of the square based
‘Portsmouth’ columns in Craneswater
Park but otherwise they are very rare in
this area. There are some large direction signs in Eastern Parade and St
Helens Parade. However these are
mostly on the south side (in the Seafront area).
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In 2001 the City Council approved a
guidance document :- Roads and
Street Furniture in Historic Areas. This
relates to roads, paving, street lighting,
street furniture and other related matters in conservation areas together with
other areas of historic interest.
A variety of colours have been used on
street furniture in the city and black has
generally been adopted in conservation
areas.
Guidelines
Old street lights and other historic
street furniture should be retained.
The normal conservation area colour black should be used for street
furniture in this area.
17. Road surfaces
As this area was developed more recently than other conservation areas
the majority of road surfaces and pavements use modern materials. A brief
survey rather than a thorough audit
suggests that there are few examples
of older materials. There are some
small areas of old kerbing.
Guidelines
Any areas of interesting old paving,
blocks or setts should be retained.
New paving should be to conservation areas standards

APPENDIX 1 - FURTHER INFORMATION / SOURCES OF
ADVICE
This document is intended to set a
policy framework for this conservation
area. The Head of Planning Services
will be pleased to discuss any
proposals concerning this area and to
advise on appropriate sources of
advice and information.
Please contact the Conservation
Officer John Pike on 023 9283 4303,
Bob Colley on 023 9283 4310 or Ben
Cracknell on 023 9284 1127 in the
Conservation & Design Section of the
Planning Services. A number of advice
leaflets have been produced by the
City and County Councils – for further
details contact the above officers.
It is always advisable to contact the
Planning Services before carrying out
any alterations to buildings in a
conservation area to ascertain whether
permission is required.

For further details contact:
Planning Services
Conservation and Design Team
Civic Offices
Guildhall Square
Portsmouth
PO1 2AU
In appropriate circumstances, the help
of English Heritage or The Hampshire
Building Preservation Trust could be
sought. National Amenity Societies
publish a number of advisory leaflets
on detailed aspects of conservation.
There is a long established series by
the Society for the Protection of
Ancient Buildings (SPAB). The
Victorian Society and The Georgian
Group both produce series of leaflets
on doors, windows, tiles, glass and
other features.
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APPENDIX 2.0 - STATUTORY PROTECTION

LISTED BUILDINGS

ARTICLE 4(2) DIRECTIONS

There are no listed buildings in this conservation area.

Article 4(2) Directions restrict ‘permitted
development ‘rights in respect of
changes to doors, windows, boundary
walls, roofs etc.

LOCAL LIST

There are no buildings in this area which An Article 4(2) Directions in respect of
are included in the Local List.
the following properties was confirmed on
29th October 2009..
ENGLISH HERITAGE NATIONAL
REGISTER OF PARKS AND GARDENS Brading Avenue 2-6, 1-29
Burbidge Grove - all
A large part of the seafront which imme- Cousins Grove - all
diately adjoins this conservation area is Eastern Parade 19-57
included in the EH National Register.
Consideration is being given to further
Article 4(2) Directions in this area in the
future subject to public consultation.
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APPENDIX 3: PORTSMOUTH CITY PLAN 2001-11
The Portsmouth City Local Plan 200111 includes many policies which are
relevant to conservation areas. General policies include:-

conservation area, including the protection
of important views
within, into and out of
the area;
(iv) a consistently high
standard of design has
been applied and good
quality materials are
proposed to be used;
and
(v) trees, open spaces and
other landscape features which contribute
to the character and appearance of the conservation area are protected.

DC1 Design Principles
DC2 Landscaping
DC4 Access for all
DC5 Amenity & Pollution
DC10 Conservation Areas
DC13 Historic Parks and Gardens
DC14 Trees
DC15 Archaeological Sites and monuments
DC20 Protection of Open Space
DC22 Telecommunications Equipment
DC10 CONSERVATION AREAS
(A)

(C)

Alterations

Where a building contributes
towards the character or appearance of a conservation
area, a change of use will be
permitted where it does not
require any changes in the
appearance or setting of the
building other than those
that will preserve or enhance
its contribution to the area.

Proposals to alter an
unlisted building in a conservation area will be permitted
where the development is
sympathetic in design, scale,
materials, colour, landscaping and treatment to the rest
of the building and/or area.
(B)

Buildings and spaces

Development in a conservation area will be permitted
where:
scale, form, materials
and detailing respect
the characteristics of
buildings in the area;
(ii) architectural features
such as walls and shop
fronts and other features which contribute
to the character of an
area are retained;
(iii) there is no adverse impact on the townscape
and roofscape of the

Change of use

(D)

Demolition

Development involving
demolition in a conservation
area will be permitted provided that -

(i)

(i)

(iii)

the structure to be demolished makes no
positive contribution to
the character and appearance of the area;
(ii) its potential for repair,
retention and beneficial use
is limited; and
detailed proposals for the
reuse of the site, including
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any replacement building or
other structure, have been
approved.
3.3

Portsmouth has 24 conservation areas that vary considerably in size and character.
These are listed in Appendix 5
and shown on the Proposals
(Information) Map. The constituent parts of the above policy aim to protect them from
inappropriate development
and, in doing so, the council
will have particular regard to •
•
•

3.4
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how the proposed development would harmonise with
its surroundings;
the relationship to historic
development patterns; and
the impact on any features
which make a positive contribution to the character or
appearance of the conservation area.

Where relevant, new development should also take account
of the need or scope to remove
unsightly or inappropriate features.
Conservation Guidelines
(advice notes) have been prepared for many of the areas
and this programme will con-

tinue until all have been covered. To bring inappropriate,
but otherwise permitted, alterations under control, the City
Council will, where necessary,
continue to make "Article 4 Directions" under the General
Development Order which will
remove such permitted development rights as are specified
and require permission to be
sought.

APPENDIX 4 - SUMMARY OF EXISTING POWERS
STATUTORY LISTED BUILDINGS

NON-LISTED BUILDINGS IN CONSERVATION AREAS

Boundary Walls,
Fences and Pillars

LBC required for alterations, ex- CAC required for complete or substantial
t e n s i o n s a n d d e m o l i t i o n s demolition if wall is more than 1m high
(including part thereof).
fronting a highway and 2m elsewhere.
Planning permission required to erect a
wall, fence, etc, if more than 1m high
fronting a highway, 2m elsewhere.
See Note: A 4(2)

Trees, Shrubs and
other Planting

Six weeks notice for work to trees required.

Buildings

LBC required for demolition, alteration and extension. This includes internal works. Demolition
includes partial demolition

Doors

Replacement with different design Houses No permission or CAC required
or material would require LBC.
to replace doors. See Note: A 4(2)
Flats and commercial buildings Permission normally required if different
from existing design.

Windows

Replacement with different design Houses Permission not required to reor material would require LBC.
place windows. See Note: A 4(2)
Flats and commercial buildings Permission is required for replacement windows unless they match the original in
terms of method of opening and design.

Roofs

Replacement with different materi- Houses Permission not required to
als would require LBC.
change roof cladding material. See Note:
A 4(2)
Flats or commercial buildings
Permission is required to change roof
cladding material.

Chimneys

LBC required for demolition Permission & CAC not usually required
(including part thereof), alteration for demolition. Houses: See Note: A 4(2)
or extension.
Flats or commercial buildings
Permission may be required for rebuilding

Other Details

LBC required for removal, altera- Permission & CAC not usually required.
tion or extension.
Houses : See Note A 4(2)
Flats or commercial buildings
Permission may be required for rebuilding.

External Wall Finishes/Cladding

LBC required to remove/alter ex- Permission required to clad exterior walls
isting cladding or fix new cladding. with stone, artificial stone, timber, plastic
or tiles.

CAC required for complete or substantial
demolition of building where volume of
building exceeds 115 cubic metres.
See Note: A 4(2)

Note: Permission refers to Planning Permission. LBC refers to Listed Building Consent.
CAC refers to Conservation Area Consent.
A 4(2) Houses or single family dwelling: Permission needed if Article 4(2) direction in
force.
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APPENDIX 5 - PUBLIC CONSULTATION
Following preparation of the conservation area appraisal a four page questionnaire was prepared for public comment concerning the guidance section
of this publication. Copies were circulated to residents in the conservation
area. It was also available at the Planning Services reception desk and on
request. It was also available on the
City Council website.
894 questionnaires were sent out and
288 were returned by 25 November
2005 giving a response rate of 32.21%.
The responses are summarised
opposite.
General comments were also invited.
The greatest number of specific comments were to emphasise the need to
retain the character of the area (23),
opposition to demolition of existing
buildings (18) and various similar comments(16).
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The need to retain trees was mentioned by 5 respondents. The possibility of grant aid was mentioned by 4 respondents. Concern about parking
(especially in relation to new development) was mentioned by 5 respondents and 5 suggested a residents
parking scheme.
Various traffic management suggestions were made by 5 people and 2
were appreciative of the recent resurfacing of Craneswater Park. The need
to retain front boundary walls was mentioned by 5 respondents and the for
better paving by 4.

CONSERVATION AREA 29 COMMENTS
Yes

Undecided

No

No
answer

Should we retain existing buildings if they are of
architectural or historic interest?

278

2

4

4

2

Should redevelopment be allowed where a building
has no architectural or historic interest?

80

89

109

10

3

Should we try to retain or match traditional windows
(e.g. timber vertical sliding sashes or side hung
casements)?

233

29

23

3

4

Should we allow UPVC windows provided they match
the existing windows (e.g. UPVC sliding sashes as a
replacement for timber)?

230

35

23

-

5

Should we try to retain traditional doors where they
remain?

269

9

10

-

6

Do we need guidance on acceptable signage?

242

19

26

1

7

Do you agree that we need to retain or match existing
roof materials?

257

9

22

-

8

Do we need a policy on retention or alteration of
chimneys?

207

26

51

4

9

Is there a need to try retain interesting architectural
details?

275

5

7

1

10 Is there a need for guidance on where dormers are

237

17

34

-

242

16

30

-

241

20

26

1

242

27

17

2

246

17

25

-

Total received 288 (32.21%)
1

acceptable?
11 Is there a need for guidance on when adding extensions

at roof level is acceptable?
12 Do we need specific guidance on extensions to

properties?
13 Do we need specific guidance

on satellite dishes?
14 Do we need guidance on retention of walls, fences

and railings?
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